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Abstract7

Due to the growing use of the internet, more and more critical processes are running over the8

web such as e-commerce. Internet allows commerce and business between parties who are9

physically distant and do not know each other doing the transaction. For the effective10

operation of the web application and e-commerce applications, security is a key issue. Various11

aspects of security are relevant to e-commerce such as database security. The availability of12

e-commerce, user transactions are no longer bound to traditional office-centered environment,13

but it can be started virtually anywhere at any time. It was moving from closed environment14

to open environment. In this paper, we clearly define the privacy-aware access control15

requirements. We also investigated few existing access control in the context of this16

requirements. We build an assessment criteria in our comparison based on the requirements17

defined which we finally used it later as a guidelines to design an access control for18

e-commerce application.19

20

Index terms— access control, data privacy, e-commerce.21
particular person is stored in approximately 1000 different databases [4].22
However, the only support provided by database systems where much sensitive structured data reside is the23

mechanism for access control [7].24
A basic idea of access control system is to authorize a user to access only a subset of the data. But,25

the traditional access control systems having more limitation since in e-commerce we need more reliable and26
appropriate access control system. The main contribution of this paper is to highlight the main requirements of27
privacy-aware access control for ecommerce environment.28

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works in this area. Section 329
discovers basic requirements for the privacyaware access control in e-commerce application. In section 4, we30
reviewed several access control model which tailored to the basic requirements that have been identified. Then,31
we make a comparison study between the existing access controls based on the existing models in Section 5.32
Section 6 concludes the paper.33

We will discuss about previous work in the area of privacy preservation in the categories of extending the basic34
access control model for privacy preservation in ecommerce application. In the previous years, there are a lots35
of researches have been done in protecting the personal data. The purpose of the researches is to provide an36
access control system which tailored to privacy aware. In order to address the shortcomings of traditional access37
control which is lack support for privacy-related, the concept of Hippocratic Database been introduced in [1]. In38
this concept, the notion of purpose plays a major role in access control models. Motivated by this concept, many39
researchers used the concept of purpose in introducing the privacy-aware access control [16] , [5] and [6].40

Entities are able to choose flexibly what of their data should be accessed to whom, for what purposes and in41
what circumstances. This concept was not satisfies with the idea that the entities of the data should have more42
control over the release of their information. The idea of entities having control on access to their data when it43
stored in e-form has been viewed as an (inalienable) right [2]. We also investigated other important factors in44
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2 D) DATA SUBJECT INVOLVEMENT

e-commerce application such as the heterogeneity of users. User credential has been widely used to support the45
heterogeneity if users in ecommerce. Various types of credentials are being used by existing applications such as46
identity credential [10] , [15] and standard credential [11]. The differences of this paper is where we introduce the47
main requirements of privacy access control which it highlighted three basic requirements; purpose, individual48
control and the use of credential.49

Due to the growing use of internet, more and more critical processes are run over the web such as egovernment50
or e-commerce applications. While current information technology enables people to carry out their business51
virtually at any time in any place, it also provides the capability to store various types of information the users52
reveal during their activities. The Federal Trade commission has shown that 97 percent of websites were collecting53
at least one type of identifying information such as name, e-mail address, or postal address of customers. The54
current database technology makes it possible to collect and store a massive amount of person-specific data.55

An important requirement of any information management system is to protect data and resources against56
unauthorized disclosure (secrecy) and authorized or improper modification (integrity), while at the same time57
ensuring the availability to legitimate users (no denials-of-services). Data protection is ensured by different58
components of a database management system (DBMS). In particular, an access control mechanism ensures59
data confidentiality [3]. The advance of database technology has also significantly increased privacy concerns.60
Enforcing protection therefore requires that every access to a system and its resources be controlled and that all61
and only authorized accesses can take place. This process goes under access control.62

This situation was lead to the awareness of privacy-aware access control. Many privacy policy access control63
models have been proposed in order to protect the privacy of consumers. In [6], the authors pointed out that64
privacy protection cannot be easily achieved by traditional access control models as it focuses on which user65
is performing which action on which data object. Agrawal in [1] introduces Hippocratic Database, but it was66
applied at implementation side. This section, we will discuss the requirements for privacy-aware access control67
model in database system: a) Flexible User Specification Mechanism Based On User Credentials68

Most web-based applications are characterized by a user population which is far more heterogeneous and69
dynamic than user population typical of conventional information systems. Traditional access control which70
based on user identity is not relevant anymore when dealing with large numbers of users in open or distributed71
environment. There is thus the need for using other properties of subjects (e.g., age, nationality, job position)72
besides login in the specification and enforcement of access control. In an open and distributed environment data73
access is required by anyone spontaneously, centralized access control methodologies based on identity verification74
are not suitable. The credential based access control is found to be more appropriate in such environment [11]. b)75
Supporting Open Environment Government, large companies, and many other organizations are required to offer76
access to information contained within their information systems to a multitude of users. Users can be internal77
or external, and typically access the data from their clients connected to a network, refers to open environment.78
This scenario set the requirements that cannot be easily support with traditional authorization and access control79
solutions [12].80

1 c) Purpose Based Data Privacy Protection81

Privacy-aware access control deals with privacy specification and private data management systems. In privacy-82
aware access control models, the notion of purpose plays a central role as the purpose is the basic concepts around83
which privacy protection is built. The notion of appears in all privacy codes and legislations such as Data Quality84
Principle in the OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data.85

2 d) Data Subject Involvement86

Privacy preservation is an important requirement whenever personal data is collected, stored and disclosed. One87
of the main challenges is to share the information while complying with the data-owner privacy preferences.88

There are however, a number of applications that require individual entities to be able to choose flexibly89
what of their data should be accessible to whom, for what purpose, and in what circumstances [2]. The idea90
of this owner controlled access control arise when data subjects should have more control over the release of91
their information to selected recipients and having more control when accessing their information when released92
it. F ebruary model. In this section, we will briefly discuss several modern access control model which tailored93
to privacyaware in e-commerce scenario. a) AC #1 : Self-Managed Access Control Self-managed access control94
(SMAC) is also known as abstract meta-model access control. The idea of this access control arise when data95
subjects should have more control over the release of their information to selected recipients and having more96
control when accessing their information when released it [2]. SMAC focus on providing data subjects to define97
the access controls on their data in order to ensure its confidentiality and so that the data may be used for the98
data subject’s personal advantage.99

SMAC policies provide data subjects so that they can provide the purposes for their data. Another feature of100
SMAC is that policies on access to personal data are facilitated in a distributed as well as a dynamic context.101
SMAC allow data subjects to choose freely what sources of information are to be used to determine authorized102
access to their data. Data subjects may revise a data controller’s policy on the release of their personal data or103
the data subject may define its policy on the release of this data. This access control model separates the data104
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and policy and there is no annotation of data with purpose. It allows for dynamic policies on private data access105
to be effected autonomously and our logic language allows for executable specifications of access control policies.106
The limitations of this access control are it not considers obligations, audit policies, and hierarchies of objects107
or of purposes [2]. Assumptions have been made that data is stored and transmitted securely and that sound108
methods of authentication of data subjects, controllers and recipients are fully employed.109

3 b) AC #2 Purpose-Based Access Control110

Privacy preservation of individuals is a challenging problem in the data-mining environment. Enterprises collect111
customer’s personal identification information along with other attributes during any kinds of marketing systems.112
It is a natural expectation that the enterprise will use this information for various purposes, this leads to concern113
that the personal data may be misused. These types of access control permits that the particular data element114
can be conditionally or unconditionally accessed only for the specific purposes with certain conditions. P3P115
introduced by World Wide Web Consortium defines purpose as ”the reason(s) for data collection and use” and116
specifies a set of purposes.117

Since privacy policies are concerned with the purposes that data object is used for rather than the actions118
that users perform on the data object, traditional access control models cannot easily achieve privacy protection,119
and the notion of purpose should play a major role in access control model to protect privacy.120

Today, the concept of purpose is used as the basis of access control policy [5]. c) AC #3 : Privacy-Aware Role-121
Based Access Control Privacy-aware Role Based Access Control (P-RBAC) system is based on three requirements122
as following; the access must be both secure and privacy preserving, the access must be allowed to individuals123
from different organizations; the access could be confined based on meta information of the system. The idea124
behind access control is when we need to share sensitive information in a large distributed and heterogeneous125
environment. In P-RBAC, access permissions are assigned to roles and users obtain such permissions by being126
assigned to rules.127

The distinctive feature of Core P-RBAC lies in the complex structure of privacy permissions, which reflects128
the highly structured ways of expressing privacy rules to represent the essences of OECD principles. Hence, aside129
from the data and the action to be performed on it, privacy permission explicitly states the intended purpose of130
the action along with the conditions under which the permission can be granted and the obligations that are to131
be finally performed. The notion of data profile is a key in our approach in that it records all information about132
data that are relevant for privacy enforcement. A data profile is organized as a record storing attributes, that is,133
properties about a data item or a set of data items.134

4 d) AC #4 : Cryptography-Based Access Control135

Cryptography access control is a new access control paradigm designed for information systems. It defines an136
implicit access control mechanism which relies absolutely on cryptography to ensure the data confidentiality and137
integrity. The basic idea of this access control is to provide a unique key for each resource type so that all users138
belonging to a class are assigned the key of that class [13]. Cryptography based access control mechanism is139
designed to operate in an open environment, where establishing the identity of the client suggests no information140
about the likely behavior of the client and, thus, is unrelated to the secure operation of the server.141

5 e) AC #5 : Credential-Based Access Control142

Traditional access control approaches are based on identity based authentication where it is assumed that the143
users are known to provide generally through a process of registration. In an open system environment where144
data is accessed by anyone anytime, centralized access control is not suitable [11].145

User credentials are used to define access control policy and anyone who posses desired credentials is granted146
access to shared data source. The main advantage of credential-based access control is that it does not require147
central control and allows users to specify their own trust specification. It has been observed that various kinds148
of credentials are being used by existing applications and different credentials are found suitable in different149
environment such as identity credential, attribute credentials and standard credential. CBAC systems are based150
on authorization. Users do not need to specifically identify themselves, only their authority over a resource.151
Credentials enable departing from traditional authentication means avoiding the needs for users to remember152
logins and passwords, at the same time increasing the difficulty for adversaries of impersonating users and153
improperly acquire access priviledge.154

Comparisons in Table ?? highlight several issues in the current access control. Assessment criteria have been155
derived from the access control in database system requirements discussed previously. The following summarize156
the criteria used to characterize the access control models as follows : a) Permission Decision Permission decision157
is a structure of the authorization in an access control model. Basic tuple of access control is ?subject, object,158
operation? paradigm was used in a traditional access control. A typical features of this criteria is that a way159
how the permissions decisions are represented as approvals of access to an object in specific access mode.160
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7 C) AUTHORIZATION-BASED

6 b) Policy Specification161

Access control models are based on the specification and representation of policies that govern a database access162
system. The model should support the ways of specifying the access control policies and syntaxes, rules of163
languages that allows extension and modification in a simple and transparent manner. This helps to ensure the164
scalability of the model.165

7 c) Authorization-Based166

Authorization-based criteria define the way how the authorization is executed. In this case we examine Today,167
more people rely on online or web services in their daily life transactions such as buying groceries, renew driving168
license, even though checking their health. This may lead to increasing amount of PI disclosing via internet. The169
more data being disclose, the more owner lose his/her own privacy. This is because people will lose their control170
towards the PI once disclosing it. Data privacy is growing concern among businesses and other organizations171
in a variety sectors. A first important class of techniques deals with privacy preservation when data are to be172
released to third parties. In this case, data once are released are no longer under the control of the organizations173
owning them are made. to the -organization’s data?. This access control focus on providing data subjects with174
means for defining access controls on their data, to help to ensure its confidentiality and so that the data may175
be used for the data subject’s personal advantage.176

Most of the current access control system focus on privacy-aware access control. But, due to the changes of177
consumer’s perception of e-commerce, we have paid more attention in developing an access control which support178
open environment. Other than that, the notion of purpose is important in developing the access control model179
for privacy protection. This paper highlighted three basic requirements in proposing the access control system for180
e-commerce; purpose, individual control and the use of credential. This paper will give a better understanding181
and will be used as our future research in extending the current access control to a new one which it will be built182
based on those requirements. Our future research are trying to develop a privacy-aware access control system for183
e-commerce which applying all the requirements needed. 1 2 3

Figure 1:
184
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Characteristics AC
#1

AC
#2

AC
#3

AC
#4

AC
#5

1 Policy specification Identificatio Object Roles, UniqueCredential
n-
based

Data,
Role,

data, key

Logic Purpose,actions,
programAccess Purpose,

2 Authorization- IdentityPurpose Role Key Identity/

based attribute
3 Support Data N Y Y Y Y

Privacy (pur-
pose)

4 Supporting Open Open Open OpenOpen/
environment Close

5 Data Subject Y N N NA N
Involvement

the authorization rely on identity-based or other factors.
Emerging trends in web-based applications and
database technology where a large amount of data
stored in a database, traditional access control which it
refers to identity-based is not suitable anymore.
d) Support Data Privacy

Figure 2: Table . 2
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